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H

ealthcare furniture and
equipment form the base of
any healthcare establishment. In any healthcare
establishment, the patients and their
well-wishers come in contact with the
hospital furniture before anything else.
In recent times, especially with the onset of the Covid Pandemic, the demand
for superior quality and long-lasting
hospital furniture from healthcare
centres has witnessed a massive boom
worldwide.
Based out of India's Pink City, Jaipur,
Rajasthan, Acme Enterprises is one of
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the country's most renowned and respected manufacturers of a diverse
range of hospital furniture. Involved in
the manufacturing of hospital furniture
since the early 1990s, it is Acme Enterprises' decades of experience combined
with a well-established manufacturing
facility equipped with the latest tools
and machines which has propelled the
company to be a premier brand name
globally in the space of hospital furniture and equipment suppliers, known
for its timely delivery and quality products.
Acme Enterprises manufactures
a plethora of hospital furniture from
Hospital beds, ICU beds, OT furniture
tables to Ward furniture, patient transfer trolleys and wheelchairs, and many
more. Acme Enterprises specializes in
manufacturing customized hospital
furniture products and offers some of
the unique range of floor-mounted and
wall-mounted furniture, which no one
else produces in India. The company
uses the finest quality Jindal Steel for
all its manufactured equipment, which
gives Acme’s furniture an edge in the
market when it comes to durability &
longevity.

The Growth Journey So Far

Initially, during the early 1990s, Acme
Enterprises had begun its manufacturing journey by producing hospital ward
furniture and beds. With the increase
in the demand, the company quickly
evolved into manufacturing electric
beds and then moved over to the critical demand of supplying delivery beds.
Nowadays, the company is also involved
in producing not only hydraulic beds but

also electronic ICU beds and OT tables.
Acme Enterprises is also a renowned
manufacturer of a unique range of
wheelchairs for both the healthcare, as
well as the Aviation industry.

Enjoys a Formidable Multi-sectoral
Presence

Today, Acme Enterprises holds a unique
position in the Indian market. The company manufactures a range of furniture
equipment for not only the healthcare
sector but also to the hospitality, aviation and education sectors, be it standardized or customized.

The company uses the
finest quality Jindal Steel
for all its manufactured
equipment, which gives
Acme’s furniture an edge
in the market when it
comes to durability &
quality
In recent times, the demand for
computer tables and computer chairs
has shot up more than ever before.
Hence, Acme Enterprises has made itself equally involved in supplying furniture equipment for the education sector,
including school desks, college desks,
computer tables, and many others. The
company follows the motto of quality
service with a professional touch which
has enabled Acme Enterprises to evolve
into one of the most trusted names in
the medical furniture arena in India.

